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The master bedroom’s custom plaster walls by Segreto Finishes highlight an Alfonso Marina
bed wearing Pindler fabric on the headboard; bedding is Leontine Linens. Another Jan Showers
Venetian Series glass lamp tops a Bernhardt chest. The iron side table is by Noir, the rug is
from Stark, and the draperies feature Clarence House fabric from Culp Associates.

Opposite: A Gregorius Pineo chandelier from Culp Associates illuminates the breakfast room’s antique table
from Back Row Home. Barley-twist chairs by Panache Designs from ID Collection tout Lee Jofa fabric backs and
seat cushions wearing Holly Hunt’s Great Plains fabric. Displayed on the wall is an art piece Vestige created
using antique rolling pins from the homeowners’ collection. The rug is from Matt Camron Rugs & Tapestries.
Below: The kitchen’s custom cabinets feature a finish by Segreto Finishes. Twin lanterns from
Brown light an island topped with quartzite from the Designer Stone Center; Hickory Chair counter
stools wear Perennials fabric from David Sutherland. The Duquesa field tile that rims the room and
the Duquesa Alba Mezzanotte tile on the stove backsplash are both from Walker Zanger.
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bed wearing Pindler fabric on the headboard; bedding is Leontine Linens. Another Jan Showers
Venetian Series glass lamp tops a Bernhardt chest. The iron side table is by Noir, the rug is
from Stark, and the draperies feature Clarence House fabric from Culp Associates.

residence’s rustic French exterior, a collaboration with
architect Craig Stiteler, remained intact. “Part of the home’s
attraction is that it’s not just another Mediterranean-style
house,” the architect explains. “Things like the brick walls
and slate roof with clay hips and bridges set it apart.”
For his part, Stiteler chose authentic-looking materials that
react well to the area’s humidity. For instance, “integral plaster
that is hand-troweled has the depth of an old-world finish and
stands up to the elements better than synthetic stucco,” he
says. The architect, who opted for clay brick over concrete
for the same reason, wanted the house to have a timeless
look, accomplished through honest, traditional materials.
By her own admission, Jamie felt overwhelmed at the
prospect of tackling the interiors of such a large home
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alone, so she contacted finish designer Leslie Sinclair for
assistance. With her guidance, they settled on pale blue for
the kitchen cabinets, but for the remaining interior decisions
Sinclair recommended Eilers, who took the lead from there.
The interior designer invited the wife on a whirlwind tour of
shops and showrooms, a hands-on experience that delighted
the homeowner. “Playing a role in picking every single thing
was my favorite part,” says Jamie, who reveled in touching
fabrics and test-driving chairs. Already in place, the home’s
reclaimed antique heart pine flooring, purchased through The
Woodshop of Texas and salvaged from the American Crayon
Company in Ohio, and a network of salvaged ceiling timbers
provided the backdrop for the owners’ vision of timeless
interiors with contemporary art accents.

Below, left: The master bathroom
tub enjoys natural light through the
window, which wears a Hartmann
& Forbes grass-weave shade from
Culp Associates. A garden stool
from Mecox serves as a table,
while the sconces are from Joyce
Horn Antiques. Custom plaster
is by Segreto Finishes, and the
honed white Venatino marble
floors are from Walker Zanger.
Below, right: A pair of A. Rudin
swivel lounge chairs from EC
Dicken clad in Zoffany fabric
flank a walnut table by Giana
Allen Design. The tufted round
ottoman fabricated by Lozano
Upholstery also wears Zoffany;
the Formations bench underneath
the window is dressed in Pindler
fabric. The French chandelier
is from Joyce Horn Antiques.

